**FFA History**

Across
2. City where FFA was established
6. Known as a statement of belief
7. In 1929 the official FFA colors, national blue and __________ were adopted
8. 1988 was the year Future Farmers of America changed the name to the national FFA __________
11. Where was the National center’s original grounds before it was moved in 1998?

Down
1. What was the name of the organization the merged with FFA in 1965
3. Legislation which created vocational agriculture classes
4. Last name of the person who wrote the creed
5. In 1933 the blue __________ jacket was adopted into FFA’s Official dress
9. In 2006 the national convention was held where for the first time?
10. Who was allowed to join FFA in 1969

---

Name: ____________________________

Date: ____________________________